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Buoyed by the political mobilization of Ameri‐

frontier communities, who would be enrolled in

can evangelicalism, the current historiographical

the building of the nation. In response, frontier

conversation lends itself well to research on the

revivalists decried the arrogance and money of an

interweaving of faith, politics, and national identi‐

elite that seemed intent on subordinating and ex‐

ty. Recent works by Kevin Kruse, Peter Manseau,

ploiting western farmers. Efforts towards reli‐

Andrew Preston, and David Sehat have complicat‐

gious and economic nationalization soon blended

ed our understanding of Protestant America and

as faith and the question of the Bank of the United

the myths that underlie our politics. Enter, in this

States merged. The missions, revivalists claimed,

line of inquiry, Sam Haselby, who offers his criti‐

were but a disguise for external control.

cal reexamination of Early Republic evangelical‐
ism as a much-needed revisionist endeavor.

The first two chapters introduce two intellec‐
tual universes: one of Enlightenment secularists

In The Origins of American Religious Nation‐

Thomas Jefferson and James Madison, and the

alism, Haselby, a visiting assistant professor at Co‐

other of New England’s Christian Federalists. Be‐

lumbia University, argues that neither the Revolu‐

hind the latter stood Timothy Dwight and the Con‐

tion nor the Constitution definitively settled the

necticut Wits, whom Haselby understands to be

United States’ national identity. Self-definition oc‐

the first proponents of an American nationalism

curred as settlers pushed the frontier westward

on the eve of the Revolution. Against the Virgini‐

and established a contested political section with

ans, the Wits and their heirs extended the bounds

distinct interests. Into the institutional vacuum of

of the religious community to include the entire

the frontier, New England congregations funded

nation. Chapter 3 describes a third religious envi‐

missions and schools and printed religious tracts

ronment, the frontier, with attention to the pio‐

to counter the threat of infidelity. Efforts to evan‐

neering work of Methodist preachers. The vacu‐

gelize among the Natives were refocused in white

um that enabled revivalism in the backcountry
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originated in Virginian disestablishment but,

Bank and his policy of Native eradication, but the

quite distinctly, frontier Methodism “remained in‐

religious conflict did not end with an unques‐

different to the American national project” (p.

tioned triumph. The missionary-revivalist strug‐

163). As Haselby later notes, in this group’s reli‐

gle “resolv[ed] itself into an enduring religious na‐

gion, “the nation was not a factor in the mechan‐

tionalism” (p. 3) and in this regard the author’s ar‐

ics

gument is especially interesting.

of

salvation”

(p.

279).

Alongside

the

Methodists, we then find the story of Richard Mc‐

The groups warring for the souls of frontier

Nemar, a Shaker. With McNemar and others it be‐

families were evangelical and, though at odds

comes apparent that frontier anti-elitism was

over nation-building, collectively reveal some‐

founded first in religion and its text, and not in so‐

thing of the essence of Protestantism. Haselby em‐

cial or political institutions.

phasizes their lay proselytization and traditional

Nation-building and imperialism came to‐

reverence for text rather than learned authority.

gether in Northeasters’ national evangelicalism,

A “plain” reading of scripture, truly a legacy of

elaborated in chapters 5 and 6. As Federalism de‐

the Reformation, would soon be mirrored in the

clined, New England’s civic spirit persisted in the

appropriation of the Constitution and other

religious efforts deployed throughout the Ap‐

founding documents as sacred texts. The rhetoric

palachians and beyond. This we see with William

of a sacred community and an essentialist reading

Ellery Channing’s turn to missionary work, the

of these sacred texts came together as Jackson, in

writings of Samuel Gilman, and Elias Boudinot’s

1830, “turned to a theological justification for an

organizational talents. Missionaries and religious

imperial act” (p. 312), namely Indian removal. The

literature served national ends, with New York

president did not formulate a new language of na‐

capital at their service. This, however, could only

tionality, but rather embodied and gave voice to

occur with a Protestant turn from theology to

the internal dialectic of Early Republic Protes‐

ethics that emphasized common moral denomina‐

tantism.

tors. The spirit of fraternity seen in the American

Both artfully and dubiously, Haselby circum‐

Bible Society and the American Tract Society in‐

vents major historiographical problems concern‐

creased with the bureaucratization of evangelical‐

ing the Early Republic: the relevance of the fron‐

ism. On these grounds, Haselby asserts, “the na‐

tier thesis, the roots of Manifest Destiny, and the

tional evangelist movement abounds with new‐

character of the market revolution. More crucial‐

ness” (p. 277), though that newness had very

ly, in a work whose scope coincides with the tradi‐

much to do with the place of faith in the age of na‐

tional periodization of the Second Great Awaken‐

tionalism.

ing, the author challenges the early nineteenth-

Political and cultural forces merged and the

century revival as unhelpful in the way that histo‐

American Protestant struggle reached its denoue‐

rians conventionally package it--and then aban‐

ment with Andrew Jackson, the first man of the

dons all consideration of an “awakening.” The

people to reach the White House and the first to

cautious reader will only find two short para‐

run explicitly against elites. Haselby sets aside Jef‐

graphs as justification. Here in particular an over‐

ferson’s “revolution of 1800,” which would other‐

view of the landscape of American religion from

wise have significant bearing on his narrative. In‐

the days of Gilbert Tennent and George Whitefield

stead, he focuses on how Jackson prevailed

to the Civil War would serve Haselby’s argument

against John Quincy Adams and then against Hen‐

well, or at least clarify it.

ry Clay’s nationalizing American system. The re‐

By touching indirectly on these varied over‐

vivalists had their way with Jackson’s war on the

lapping subjects, The Origins of American Reli‐
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gious Nationalism defies easy categorization. This

ther stimulate engagement with American Protes‐

is a clear asset: by blurring (and in a few unfortu‐

tant history.

nate cases, ignoring) old lines of debate, Haselby
invites the historical community to reimagine the
religious and intersectional struggles that quickly
followed upon American independence. Yet the
book’s greatest strength may be in suggesting a
longer view of disruption experienced in the inte‐
gration of “island communities” in a national cap‐
italist framework. The late nineteenth-century
process of disruption described by Robert H.
Wiebe (The Search for Order, 1877-1920, 1967)
was matched in many respects under the Early
Republic. In this sense, the forces that joined in
Andrew Jackson’s ascent appear to prefigure Pop‐
ulism. This is fitting in that Haselby ends his nar‐
rative more than he concludes it. Jackson appears,
Jackson rises, setting the stage for Polk’s saber-rat‐
tling and the new burst of expansion that would
try the Union and further decimate the Native
American population. On the other hand, little is
said about the religious struggle’s legacy. How are
developments under the Early Republic pertinent
to the subsequent course of American history?
What bases in law and national identity are set on
the eve of mass Irish Catholic immigration?
The prose is clear, but researchers will be in‐
convenienced by the presence of footnotes with‐
out a full bibliographical listing, such that the au‐
thor’s source base is not immediately apprehensi‐
ble. Yet the tracing of evangelical literature from
the Connecticut Wits to Jacksonian America,
when coupled with nationalism studies, certainly
reveals a creative organization of sources, some
of them well known, that tells a new story of
American sectionalism and development. As a
complement to the works of Jon Butler (Awash in
a Sea of Faith, 1990) and Christine Leigh Heyrman
(Southern Cross, 1997), Haselby’s Origins of Amer‐
ican Religious Nationalism provides a new narra‐
tive of faith and nationhood that will likely earn it
a place on future graduate reading lists and fur‐
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